
 
 

Goodbye Cohort 10 

Tuesday, 9th October marked the end of the programme for 

the Cohort 10 graduates. Their final training zone at Energus 

involved consolidation activities and information sharing  

about their experiences whilst on the programme. A          

selection of graduates who have been lucky enough to have                 

been on international secondments gave presentations on 

the work they  had been doing in Canada, China, Japan and 

Australia. 

The day was finished with a spectacular Harry Potter themed 

celebration dinner. This dinner also celebrated 10 years of 

the programme. The graduates and programme associates 

were joined by alumni graduates, colleagues who have 

helped develop the programme over the past 10 years and 

industry representatives.  Key note speaker on the evening 

was David Peattie—CEO of the NDA who spoke about the 

NDA’s  commitment to  nucleargraduates in the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

David Peattie with Alumni Graduate Tom McKeating & Cohort 10 

Graduate Aislin Lenehan 

Jay Ferriday was awarded the 

prestigious Top Gun award. 

This is awarded every year to 

the graduate the Programme 

Team feel has developed the 

most over the two years.  Jay 

has gone above and beyond 

throughout the programme. 

Well done Jay and I am sure we 

will hear from you in the future 

as you take up your role with 

Rolls-Royce. 

The graduates themselves then took to the stage to present 

their own awards to their fellow graduates. Each graduate 

then received a yearbook which is a  wonderful keepsake and 

reminder of their two years as a nucleargraduate. 

The evening was a resounding success, thanks to the hard 

work of the Cohort 10 organising  committee and the events 

team at Energus.  Good luck to you all . 
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Say Hello to Cohort 12 

On a sunny day in October we welcomed a brand new cohort 
of nucleargraduates. The jam packed induction takes place 
over two weeks at Energus in Cumbria. The graduates take 
part in a selection of workshops and speak to other          
graduates  about their experiences. 

During the two weeks they spend a lot of time together in 
their teams, deciding on a team name and team values. They 
will get to meet their Team Adviser, who will be their final 
team member and play a supporting and coaching role over 
the two years. 

This two week induction sets the graduates up for their     
programme, by giving them tools and strategies  to help 
them over the two years, and in their careers in the nuclear  
industry. 

 

Good luck to Cohort 12. 

SME 

The SME challenge forms part of the Footprint          
Programme which sees graduates being taken from 
their usual comfort zone and challenged in ways that 
will develop them professionally and personally. 

Cohort 10 closed down their businesses and donated 
their proceeds to their relevant  charities. This year saw 
the highest donation ever. 

Team Fusion presenting West Cumbria MIND their cheque 

Team Apex  - Artisan Soap £2,622.42 

Team Chrysalis—Reed Diffusers £4,638.98 

Team Fresh Prints—Coffee Beans £4,475.00 

Team Fusion—Bath Bombs £3,764.95 

Well done Cohort 10! 

Cohort 11 all successfully pitched for their funding     
recently. We look forward to seeing how their          
businesses progress over the coming months. 

 

    Team Enrich  Chilli Sauce 

 

 

Team Esteem    Notebooks 

 

         Team N Compass 

              Sun Flowers 

 

 

        Team En-10 

      STEM booklet 
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Secondment 

Colin Henning, Cohort 10 graduate 
had his final secondment with       
Magnox at Hunterston A site.  

Here Colin tells us about his            
experience. 

 

‘I recently completed a ten-week secondment within 
the Ponds Team in West Kilbride, Scotland. The pond 
in question once held one million gallons of water 
and was used to store radioactive waste from the 
Magnox reactor on site. The Ponds Team are tasked 
with the safe decommissioning of this pond, and 
recently celebrated having fully cleaned the entire 
surface area of the pond using an innovative 
"floating pontoon" system that allow them to "work 
on water" as the pond was drained.  

Being embedded in this team and being given the 
unique task of removing radioactive waste (which 
was stuck within a solid-waste pump) remotely in a 
safe and efficient manner was one of the most    
challenging tasks I ever had as a nucleargraduate. 
An automated rig was required to core a hole in the 
pump and then long reach tools and a vacuum 
pump were required to extract the source safely to a 
shielded tank. I successfully managed to complete 
all required safety and design documentation as 
well as being personally responsible for the            
facilitation of required safety meetings to allow the 
project to progress, and I look forward to hearing 
how the execution of the project goes in the near 
future. 

It is due to the team's resilience and pragmatism 
that the pond was decommissioned sufficiently 
so that I could have a site tour in conditions that did 
not require a respirator or extra PPE, as shown 
above. The tour of the pond and my project gave me 
a unique understanding of the scale of the work that 
is occurring on site, and drove home the challenges 
that Magnox still face today to have a completely 
decommissioned site.’ 

Thank you Colin for sharing your experience. 

Secondment 

Two Cohort 10 graduates, Sean Donnelly and Jamie         

Graham had their final secondment with Abbott Risk    

Consulting Ltd (ARC).  ARC is a safety case consultancy 

company with their head office in Edinburgh. ARC was 

established in 2002 and have since grown a client list that 

spans internationally, as Jamie and Sean soon learned. 

Sean said; 

‘During my first week 

with ARC, I was offered 

an opportunity to scribe 

a HAZOP study session 

for two weeks in Norway. 

I took the opportunity 

and soon after Jamie 

joined ARC he followed 

suit. Over the next few 

months Jamie and myself would travel around the UK 

working on various safety studies and projects, including 

working with Urenco at their Capenhurst site and with 

James Fisher Nuclear on a decommissioning project. We 

would both also later  participate in studies at Hunterston 

A site too. 

The highlight of the secondment for both of us would have 

been the HAZOP study in Kuala Lumpur. We were both 

there for roughly four weeks as part of an oil and gas     

project building new platforms in the North Sea. There 

was much Jamie and myself learned about the              

complexities of dealing with such a study with more than 

just the technicalities being argued across the table. 

Fortunately, for us there was a slight overlap at the end of    

Jamie’s time there and the beginning of mine. After a very 

brief handover, we were onto some intense networking 

including drinks on a helipad and dinner 45 metres up a 

crane! 

Cohort 10 have now finished the scheme and upon         

reflection of the choices I have 

made in terms of secondments 

I could not rate ARC highly 

enough. We had a fantastic 

time, met great people and got 

to learn lessons that will carry 

us into our future endeavours.’ 

Thank you Sean for sharing 

your experiences. 
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Other  News 

Energus, working in collaboration with the NDA are 

delighted to announce a brand new graduate         

programme—Cyber Graduates. For more information 

please contact adrienneeasterbrook@energus.co.uk. 

Alumni 

Over the past 10 years over 300 graduates have           

completed the programme. We are setting up an 

alumni group and would love to hear from you.  

Please contact megannicholson@energus.co.uk 

Thanks for reading, Adrienne 

Site Visits 

Cohort 11 graduate, Jordan Crossley provided the 
following information on his recent site visit to BAE 
Systems. 

‘A group of young nuclear professionals recently had 
the opportunity to attend a site visit of BAE Systems 
in Barrow-in-Furness. The morning began with an 
overview of BAE Systems, including a history of the 
shipyard from the UK’s first nuclear submarine, HMS 
Dreadnought, through to the Astute class currently 
undergoing construction in the Devonshire Dock Hall. 

Further presentation topics included the Nuclear 
Consultancy, an internal team set up to innovate in 
some of the business’ most important areas, and 
Manufacturing Engineering, which plays an           
important role in bridging the gap between design 
and build. Lunch provided an opportunity for the   
delegates to network with some of BAE Systems’ 
Higher Apprentices. This was an excellent chance for 
all involved to learn about life at different              
organisations and compare experiences with those 
at different stages of their careers. It also showed 
how heavily BAE Systems are investing in getting 
young people into the business. 

The tour began with the Devonshire Dock Hall, where 
delegates could see the submarines currently under 
construction. Here they learned about the              
construction challenges faced when building such a 
complex vessel. 

The Director of Safety and Security at BAE Systems 
summed it up best. ‘ 

To paraphrase: they build a submersible ship with 
numerous capabilities, fill it with hazardous           
substances and send it deep underwater with       
hundreds of lives on board where it will be              
undetectable, largely uncontactable and need to be 
self-sufficient, all with the purpose of defending our 
country. Where else do you get a mission like that? 

Site Visits 

The Nuclear Institute Young Generation Network    
organised a tour of Urenco in Capenhurst. Ryan 
Beech, Cohort 11 wrote the following article for the NI 
website. 

Urenco operates in a pivotal area of the nuclear fuel 
supply chain, which can be subdivided into four key 
processes: mining, conversion, enrichment and        
fabrication; resulting in the generation of low carbon 
electricity for consumers around the world. Urenco 
provides enrichment services to customers across the 
globe using leading centrifuge technology. 

An initial welcome and overview of operations         
carried out on the site was provided by Urenco        
before delegates were able to see the enrichment 
plant itself. Here the complete process of                  
enrichment was explained, starting with the incoming 
feed to the plant and ending with the outgoing       
enriched product. This demonstrated the scale of   
operations, with heaters and chillers banked in paral-
lel for ¾ of a mile. How centrifuge technology works 
was explained as the key process used in the           
separation of U-235 and U-238 to provide the         
required enrichment of fissile U-235 for use in fuel for 
nuclear power stations. A strong safety culture was 
evident with safety features on the plant identified 
and the aim to fail safe in all scenarios discussed. 

Overall, the tour allowed for an increased                 
understanding of the nuclear fuel cycle and not only 
gave an insight into Urenco’s operations and the    
technology used to enrichment uranium, but also the 
challenges they currently face and how to these may 
be overcome. 

 


